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An email digest of CCO program and certification news brought to you by the National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO).

Certifying Riggers and Signalpersons.
The role of the crane operator, and the need for him or her to be qualified, is well understood. NCCCO’s new certifications are geared towards ensuring that crane operators are given safely rigged loads to lift in the first place, along with accurate visible or audible directions on where to place them.

Crane Tech Donates Software for CCO Exam Development.
The National Commission of Crane Operators (NCCCO) has entered into an agreement with Crane Tech, whereby the Tampa, FL-based crane operator training firm will make available computer software to NCCCO for use in the development of CCO written exams.

New Mexico Updates License Application.
The Regulation and Licensing Department for the State of New Mexico recently updated its Hoisting Operator’s License Application Form for 2008.

NCCCO Renames Mobile Crane Exams and Load Charts.
NCCCO Mobile Crane Specialty Exams no longer have a manufacturer’s model number associated with each crane type.

NCCCO Elects Directors, Officers for 2008.
The Board of Directors of the National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO) has announced the Directors and Officers who will serve NCCCO during 2008.

CCO Exams Available via Computer.
The National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO) announced that it would begin offering its crane operator certification exams via computer.